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ARE YOUR EMPLOYEES ENGAGED IN WORKPLACE SAFETY?


It isn’t enough for your employees to simply be aware of safety standards and common
construction hazards, such as falls from height and slips, trips or falls. Ensure that your
employees are dedicated and adhere to safety requirements in order to cut costs
related to injury and illness. Holloway Insurance Services Ltd can provide you with a
construction-specific employee safety manual, employee training programmes, various
employee-facing articles and sample workplace policies.

ARE YOU PREPARED FOR AN UNNANOUNCED HSE INSPECTION?


If an HSE inspection finds violations at one of your construction sites, you could face
fines and see your reputation plummet. We can offer you construction-specific
compliance resources, including guidance directly from the HSE and a monthly HSE
newsletter, offering the latest in regulations and prosecutions.

DO YOU HAVE PROPER RISK MANAGEMENT PRACTICES IN PLACE?


Even the most forward-thinking construction companies experience losses, so it’s
important to be ready with industry-specific risk management practices to maintain a
safe and productive workplace. Our library of documents includes a quarterly, industryspecific risk management profile, Risk Insights series and step-by-step checklists.
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EMPLOYEE SAFETY MANUAL

Educate your employees about potential risks,
and identify relevant safety policies and
procedures that support a safe work environment,
specific to the construction industry. The safety
manual is comprehensive, but still offers you the
opportunity to include your own health and safety
content.

RISK MANAGEMENT GUIDANCE

Be sure you are prepared for the variety of
industry-specific risks both you and your
employees face while on-site. Our Construction
Risk Insights series offers helpful information on
relevant risks and proper risk management, while
our various training materials and programmes
highlight best practices to stay safe and mitigate
risks on-site. Also, our industry-specific checklists
allow employers to ensure they are adhering to
necessary safety requirements.

INDUSTRY-SPECIFIC NEWSLETTERS

Stay updated on recent HSE news and
prosecutions, as well as top tips to keep workers
healthy and safe with our monthly HSE
Newsletter. In addition, learn how the latest
happenings in the industry can serve as examples
to improve your risk management strategy and
cover selection with our quarterly Construction
Commercial Insurance Profile.

EMPLOYEE SAFETY COMMUNICATIONS

Make safety top of mind for your employees with
our Construction Playing it Safe series and Safety
Matters series, which both cover a variety of
industry-specific topics. Each article offers an indepth understanding of a safety concern that your
employees may encounter and explains how to
avoid unnecessary risks.

HSE GUIDANCE AND SAMPLE POLICIES

Use our simple guides for compliance advice
directly from the HSE, as well as our sample
policies regarding a variety of industry topics, such
as return to work.
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